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Pickering emulsions: Versatility of colloidal particles
and recent applications
Hang Jiang, Yifeng Sheng and To Ngai

Abstract

The versatility of colloidal particles endows the particle stabi-

lized or Pickering emulsions with unique features and can

potentially enable the fabrication of a wide variety of derived

materials. We review the evolution and breakthroughs in the

research on the use of colloidal particles for the stabilization of

Pickering emulsions in recent years for the particle categories

of inorganic particles, polymer-based particles, and food-grade

particles. Moreover, based on the latest works, several emul-

sions stabilized by the featured particles and their derived

functional materials, including enzyme immobilized emulsifiers

for interfacial catalysis, 2D colloidal materials stabilized emul-

sions as templates for porous materials, and Pickering emul-

sions as adjuvant formulations, are also summarized. Finally,

we point out the gaps in the current research on the applica-

tions of Pickering emulsions and suggest future directions for

the design of particulate stabilizers and preparation methods

for Pickering emulsions and their derived materials.
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Introduction
An emulsion is a system consisting of two immiscible
liquids where one of the liquids is dispersed in the other.
Owing to the high surface energy of the interface be-
tween the two immiscible phases, emulsions are ther-
modynamically unstable. Conventional emulsions are
stabilized by surfactants or amphiphilic polymers that
reduce the oilewater interfacial tension and form a
molecular film around the liquid droplets. In addition to

molecular emulsifiers, solid particles can also serve as
emulsion stabilizers. Particle-stabilized emulsions
known as ‘Pickering emulsions’ were first observed and
described by Ramsden and Pickering in the early 20th
century [1,2]. In recent decades, benefiting from the
rapid development of particle synthesis techniques and
discovery of new colloids with tunable surface proper-
ties, the applications of Pickering emulsions and deriv-
ative materials have attracted increasing attention.
Although conventional surfactant-stabilized emulsions
have been successfully and extensively used in various
fields such as crude oil recovery, food, paints and coat-
ings, and water treatment, the large-scale use of sur-
factants in industrial applications or personal care
products is not cost effective and in some cases may
cause adverse effects such as irritation and hemolytic
behavior. Therefore, the use of colloidal particles may be
a promising alternative to the use of surfactants, moti-
vating the recent trend in the studies of Pickering
emulsions of seeking to enable the commercial
manufacturing and practical use of these materials.

Pickering emulsions are often considered to be highly
stable due to the nearly irreversible interfacial adsorp-
tion of particulate stabilizers [3], and the stabilization
mechanism of Pickering emulsions has been explored by
many researchers [3,4]. Owing to the high energy of
particle desorption from the interface, the resultant
superior stability of Pickering emulsions can effectively
protect the encapsulated actives within the emulsion
droplets for a long time, and even proteins and enzymes
can be well preserved in Pickering emulsions. Based on
their fundamental properties, previous academic
research on Pickering emulsions has mainly focused on
microencapsulation, controlled release, drug delivery,
and biphasic catalysis. In addition to their use in
emulsions, advanced materials templated or fabricated
from Pickering emulsions have also been reported
extensively in recent studies, with most of the materials
obtained in the form of foams and capsules. Pickering
emulsions are excellent templates for the facile prepa-
ration of foam materials because the emulsion droplets
naturally provide void structures with adjustable pore
sizes after evaporation or washing. Meanwhile, the good
stability of the Pickering emulsions is beneficial for foam
formation during the freezingedrying or polymerization
process. Some examples of new foam materials obtained
from Pickering emulsions are also included in this
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review. Unlike the method of using the sacrificial seed
template particles, the preparation of capsules or
colloidosomes from Pickering emulsions does not
require the subsequent removal of the template parti-
cles, and furthermore, cargos can be encapsulated inside
the particles in advance [5]. Recently, Bago Rodriguez
and Binks [6] have reviewed the methods and applica-
tions of Pickering emulsion templated capsules and
discussed the typical examples of the research studies
conducted in recent years.

Among the various applications of Pickering emulsions
and their derivative materials, particle stabilizers are
particularly significant because they not only serve as
the emulsifiers for the emulsion stabilization but can
also be equipped with desired functionalities such as
oxidation resistance, UV protection, environmental
responsiveness, and even electromagnetic properties.
The widely varying characteristics of these particles
enable their use in a wide range of applications, and the
interfacial assembly of these particles by Pickering
emulsions offers a new opportunity for more effective
exploitation of their performance.

Considering the fact that colloidal particles are the key
component in the formation of Pickering emulsions and
that a wide range of particles such as inorganic parti-
cles, polymer particles, and food-grade particles have
been found to stabilize Pickering emulsions, in this
review, we will first concisely review the various types
of particle-stabilized Pickering emulsions, with several
important recent studies chosen as the typical illus-
trative examples. In addition, with the explosive in-
crease in the study of functional materials, such as 2D
materials and biomedical materials, many of these
materials have been proven to greatly decrease the oile
water interfacial energy, and the combination of Pick-
ering emulsions and these new materials is becoming
an increasingly popular research topic compared with
the traditional applications of Pickering emulsions. In
this review, we will also survey the recently reported
novel applications of Pickering emulsions and the
functional materials stabilized by these novel particles,
including interfacial biocatalysis, biomedical adjuvants,
and foam materials.

Pickering emulsions stabilized by different
types of particles
Pickering emulsions stabilized by inorganic particles

Inorganic particles were the first colloidal particles
studied in the preparation and stabilization of Pickering
emulsions and are still the most studied colloidal par-
ticles for this purpose. Owing to the high stability of
inorganic particles, many Pickering emulsions stabilized
by inorganic particles have been explored in the past
decades. Among these, silica colloidal particles have
been the most popular materials because of their good

resistance to acidic and basic environments, easy surface
modification, and controllable size and structure.

Monodispersed silica particles can be synthesized by the
Stöber method [7], and the diameter of the silica par-
ticles can be controlled in the range from tens of
nanometers to several micrometers. In 1988, Levine et
al [8] successfully fabricated an oil-in-water (o/w)
emulsion stabilized by hydrophilic silica nanoparticles
with the diameter of w572 nm and found that a
monolayer of silica nanoparticles was formed at the oile
water interface. Because the Pickering emulsion is
actually formed by the assembly of colloidal particles at
the liquideliquid interface, the size of the emulsion
droplet is inevitably limited by the particulate stabi-
lizers used, and hence the majority of the reported
silica-stabilized Pickering emulsions are in the micro-
meter size range, hindering their use in a wide variety of
medical-related applications, and particularly in the
applications that require cell penetration.

Recently, Jiang et al. [9] have successfully fabricated a
submicron Pickering emulsion stabilized solely by
modified silica nanoparticles (Figure 1a). They first
synthesized monodispersed silica nanoparticles with
different diameters (50, 130, and 230 nm) and then
chemically modified the silica nanoparticles to make
them hydrophobic to stabilize the water-in-oil (w/o)
Pickering emulsions. It was found that the size of the
obtained emulsion droplets could be reduced through
the decrease in the diameter of the silica stabilizers, and
the diameter of the emulsion droplets can even be
smaller than 500 nm when 50 nm silica nanoparticles
were used as the emulsifiers. By using the submicron
Pickering emulsion as the template, tetraethyl
orthosilicate was introduced into the oil phase, and a
silica shell was formed at the oilewater interface,
simultaneously fixing the adsorbed silica nanoparticles.
The obtained all-silica submicron capsule can be applied
for the encapsulation of hydrophilic cargos, and the
release of the actives can be responsively triggered by
ethanol or surfactant.

Xue et al. [10] synthesized mesoporous silica nano-
spheres with tunable interfacial activity, and both o/w
and w/o Pickering emulsions were successfully ob-
tained (Figure 1b). In the synthesis of such mesoporous
silica nanoparticles (MSNs), hydrophilic zwitterionic
groups and hydrophobic groups were simultaneously
incorporated on the shell so that the obtained Pickering
emulsions can switch from o/w to w/o and were proven
to be highly stable against coalescence even at high-
salinity conditions. Meanwhile, polyoxometalate was
carried in the pores of the mesoporous silica, promoting
the efficiency of the epoxidation reactions and elimi-
nating the need to stir the emulsions during catalysis.
Gao et al. [11] synthesized dendritic MSNs for stabi-
lizing the o/w Pickering emulsions. While the
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synthesized MSNs were relatively small with a diam-
eter of only 130 nm, the maximal pore size of these
nanoparticles reachedw7 nm, which is larger than that
for most MSNs. This enabled the absorption of Candida
antarctica lipase B into the pores of the MSNs with the
enzyme loading of 166.3 mg/gsupport, and a MSN-sta-
bilized Pickering emulsion platform for interfacial
enzymatic catalysis was obtained. In addition to the
Pickering emulsions stabilized by solid and mesoporous
silica, Bao et al. [12] recently used hollow silica nano-
particles for the stabilization of Pickering
emulsions and found that hollow silica nanoparticles
exhibited strong adsorption. The cavity structure
endowed the hollow silica nanoparticles with a low
density, which may be the reason for the stability of the
prepared Pickering emulsions.

Furthermore, many other inorganic colloidal particle
including nonmetallic oxide particles, magnetic parti-
cles, and elemental particles exhibit good performance
for the stabilization of Pickering emulsions. For example,
laponite clay consists of disc-like particles, and a
toluene-in-water Pickering emulsion was successfully
prepared using these particles by Ashby and Binks [13]
approximately 20 years ago. In another work, Komatsu
et al [14] fabricated a calcium carbonate (CaCO3)
capsule templated from the Pickering emulsion stabi-
lized by calcium carbonate and showed that the CaCO3

capsule is soluble under acidic conditions (Figure 1c). In
addition, carbon-based particles such as carbon quantum
dots [15] (Figure 1d), carbon nanotubes [16,17], and
graphene oxide (GO) particles [18] have been shown to
be excellent materials for use as Pickering stabilizers for

Figure 1

Examples of Pickering emulsions stabilized by inorganic particles. (a) Left to right, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of 50 nm solid silica

nanoparticles, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of submicron colloidosome templated from w/o emulsion stabilized by 50 nm silica,

detailed TEM image of submicron silica colloidosome with inset SEM image of the submicron silica capsule, respectively. (Reproduced from the study by

Jiang et al [9] with permission from Wiley) (b) From left to right and down, TEM image of nanopores of mesoporous silica, water-solid-air three phase

contact angles of the mesoporous silica nanoparticles, appearance and corresponding optical microscopy images of Pickering emulsions stabilized by

different mesoporous silicas with ethyl acetate as the oil, respectively. (Reproduced from the study by Xue et al [10] with permission from American

Chemical Society) (c) Scheme of the preparation of hybrid Pickering capsules via CaCO3 crystallization, and the optical microscopy image of the

Pickering emulsion, SEM image of the CaCO3 capsule. (Reproduced from the study by Komatsu et al [14] with permission from American Chemical

Society) (d) TEM images of the Ag/carbon quantum dots microspheres templated from inverse Pickering emulsion. (Reproduced from the study by Zhai

et al [15] with permission from Elsevier) (e) SEM and TEM (insert) images of synthesized a-ZrP particles. (Reproduced from the study by Yu et al [19] with

permission from Elsevier) (f) Pickering emulsion stabilized by a mixture of s-TiO2 and t-Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Inset: image of a water drop in hexane lying

on a substrate formed with particles. (Reproduced from the study by Xie et al [21] with permission from American Chemical Society).
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applications in water purification, biosensors, and elec-
trochemistry-related fields. On the other hand, metal
salts have been rarely used in Pickering emulsions. In
the two example of such studies, Yu et al [19] synthe-
sized highly uniform zirconium phosphate (a-ZrP)
nanoparticles to produce a-ZrP nanodisk-stabilized o/w
emulsions (Figure 1e), and Chen et al. used a-ZrP
nanosheets for forming a Pickering emulsion during the
flooding process to enhance oil recovery [20]. Metal
oxide particles such as iron (III) oxide (Fe3O4) nano-
particles [21] (Figure 1f) and titanium oxide (TiO2)
particles [22] have been a popular choice for application
to Pickering emulsions. The Fe3O4 nanoparticles endow
the emulsion with magnetic-responsive functionality,
while the TiO2 nanoparticles can help to screen UV
radiation and enhance the photocatalytic performance.
In addition to these two examples, many other inorganic
particles such as gold nanospheres have been used as the
stabilizers for Pickering emulsions [23].

With the ongoing progress in the development of par-
ticle synthesis, the focus of particle design and syn-
thesis studies has advanced beyond obtaining particles
with a uniform and controlled size, and currently, an
increasing research effort is devoted to the control of
the particle structure, morphology, and functionality,
particularly for the well-known classical colloidal par-
ticles such as silica, TiO2, and gold nanoparticles.
These particles have been synthesized to obtain
various shapes and engineered structures or modified
with different functional groups via surface chemistry
to meet the needs of various applications. The break-
throughs in particle synthesis have also strongly influ-
enced the fabrication of Pickering emulsions, leading to
the realization of novel and interesting Pickering
emulsion systems. It is expected that this trend will
continue in the future.

Pickering emulsions stabilized by polymer-based

particles

The inorganic particles used for Pickering emulsions
have been mainly elemental particles, as well as the salts
and oxides of inorganic elements, and therefore they are
usually rigid and difficult to deform. By contrast, poly-
mer colloidal particles are composed of three-
dimensional polymer networks that are entangled and
chemically cross-linked. Polystyrene (PS) particles are a
classical example of such polymer particles and were
used by Dinsmore et al. [24] to fabricate a ‘colloido-
some’ capsule that was templated from an o/w Pickering
emulsion stabilized by monodispersed PS spheres. The
colloidosome structure was fabricated from the emul-
sion with the full coverage of the PS spheres at the oil
droplet. Although the PS spheres were polymer based,
they still behaved as rigid particles due to the high glass
transition temperatures (Tg) of the PS polymer.
Recently, Douliez et al. [25] reported a hydrogelled
colloidosome that was derived from a water-in-water (w/

w) Pickering emulsion stabilized by amine-modified PS
latex beads. The internal phase of the w/w emulsion was
an aqueous liquid filled with dextran, while the
continuous phase consisted of a polyethylene oxidee
enriched solution. After the gelation of the core of the
prepared w/w Pickering emulsions, the obtained colloi-
dosome with molecularly crowded interiors displayed
reversible swelling, as shown in Figure 2a. Unlike the w/
o emulsions, this w/w colloidosome allowed the uptake
and exclusion of macromolecular payloads, making it a
novel Pickering system for microencapsulation.

Responsive microgels [26e28] are a new type of par-
ticulate emulsifiers that have been used to stabilize
Pickering emulsions [29]. Similar to PS spheres,
microgels are polymer-based colloidal particles. How-
ever, the microgels are more flexible than the rigid PS
particles and are very hydrophilic and thus can easily
absorb water within the polymer networks. Moreover,
microgels can switch between the states of swelling and
collapse, with the switching triggered by the changes in
the environmental conditions such as temperature
[30,31] and pH [32,33]. In the swollen state, the
microgel is soft and highly deformable, and the polymer
chains are stretched. On the other hand, the collapsed
microgel resembles a rigid particle due to the shrinkage
of polymer chains [34]. In the synthesis of microgels,
functional and responsive groups are introduced to
endow the microgels with environmentally dependent
behaviors.

For the conventional rigid particle stabilized Pickering
emulsions, the stabilization mechanism is explained
well by the high desorption energy from the interface
that can be calculated from the contact angle and the
oilewater interfacial tension. However, the stabilization
mechanism underlying the preparation of the microgel-
stabilized emulsions is far from being completely un-
derstood [35,36]. Compared with the rigid colloids, the
microgels are soft, fuzzy, and deformable [26] so that the
concept of the contact angle may be not applicable to
the microgels at the oilewater interface. In the emul-
sification process, the microgel is more similar to a
polymer emulsifier because it itself is composed of
polymers. Thus, the stabilization mechanism may also
be explained by the ability of the microgel to reduce the
oilewater interfacial tension. A previous study has
indicated that soft particles reduced the oilewater
interfacial tension more effectively than rigid particles
[37]. Moreover, the soft particles also exhibited signifi-
cantly higher interfacial activity at the oilewater inter-
face than the rigid particles, and a clear correlation
between the deformability of the microgels and the
emulsions stability arising from the coreeshell structure
of the microgels was demonstrated [38].

One of the signature characteristics of microgel particles
is their flexible and easily adjustable structure due to the
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preparation of the microgel particles by the polymeriza-
tion of monomers. Specifically, based on the knowledge
of polymer chemistry, microgel particles with various
functional groups can be synthesized by copolymerizing
with different monomers. For instance, temperature- and
pH-sensitive microgels can be synthesized by the copo-
lymerization of N-isopropylacrylamide and methacrylic
acid, and then the obtained poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-
co-methacrylic acid) (PNIPAM-MAA) microgel particles
can endow the microgel-stabilized emulsions with
controllable stability that is governed by both the tem-
perature and pH.

Chen et al. [39] synthesized coreeshell microgel par-
ticles for stabilizing ionic liquid-in-water Pickering

emulsions, and the monolayer of the microgels adsorbed
at the interface even displayed a colloidal lattice
structure (Figure 2b). The microgel particle was
composed of a PS core and a poly (N-isopropylacryla-
mide-co-acrylic acid) gel shell, and the whole microgel
particle was thermosensitive and pH responsive. To
visualize how the interfacial behavior of the microgel
particles at the ionic liquidewater interface is influ-
enced by the changes in the environment, the microgel
was labeled with a fluorescence agent, and confocal
microscopy and Cryo-scanning electron microscopy
(cryo-SEM) characterizations clearly demonstrated the
packing difference of the microgels at the different
conditions.

Figure 2

Examples of Pickering emulsions stabilized by polymer-based particles. (a) Left to right, confocal images of pristine and swollen hydrogel colloidosomes

stabilized with 1 mm PS latex beads, uptake and exclusion of payloads by the hydrogelled colloidosomes, respectively. (Reproduced from the study by

Douliez et al [25] with permission from Wiley) (b) Left (a–h): confocal microscope images of colloidal lattices at droplet surfaces and corresponding

constructed Voronoi diagrams of the colloidal lattices at varying pH and temperature, right: Cryo-scanning electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) images of the

interface of IL-in-water droplets covered by composite microgel particles at different pH, respectively, the scale bars in a-d are 2.5 mm and in e-h are

1.5 mm (reproduced from the study by Chen et al [39] with permission from Elsevier) (c) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of the nano-

composite microgel and fluorescence microscopy images of as-stabilized o/w and w/o emulsions. (Reproduced from the study by Watanabe et al [41] with

permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry). IL, ionic liquid.
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Generally, microgel particles are easily swollen by water
and are always considered to be highly hydrophilic.
Although they are superior emulsifiers for stabilizing the
o/w Pickering emulsion and even a small amount of
microgels is enough to prepare an o/w internal phase
Pickering emulsions with a high oil volume fraction close
to 0.9 [40], the preparation of w/o Pickering emulsions
by these water-swollen microgel particles is difficult. To
strongly stabilize w/o Pickering emulsions by microgels,
the microgels that are dispersed in water should also
somehow show hydrophobicity to improve their affinity
to the oil component so as to strongly adsorb at the
watereoil interface in the preparation of the w/o
emulsions. To overcome this issue, nanocomposite
microgels with adjustable hydrophobicity and surface
roughness were synthesized by Watanabe et al. [41]
First, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-fumaric acid)
microgels were synthesized and prepared as the seed
particles. Then, nanocomposite microgels were syn-
thesized by seeded emulsion polymerization using the
seed microgels, and different monomers including
methyl methacrylate and styrene were used for linking
the seed microgels. Interestingly, it was found that both
the hydrophobicity and the surface roughness of the
microgels can influence the interfacial behavior of the
nanocomposite microgels, and suitable tuning of these
properties can control the emulsion type (o/w or w/o)
and stabilize the water-in-polar oil or water-in-nonpolar
oil Pickering emulsions, as illustrated in Figure 2c. While
further studies are still necessary to provide an in-depth
understanding of the stabilization mechanism, the
existing work on the microgel stabilization of Pickering
emulsions has opened a new avenue for the research on
Pickering emulsions stabilized by soft particles.

Pickering emulsions stabilized by food-grade

particles

The formulations of many common foods such as
chocolate and butter are based on emulsions [42].
However, the applications of particle-stabilized emul-
sions in food industry are challenging due to the strict
limitations on the particulate emulsifiers that can be
used in foods. Safety is perhaps the most important
issue for the food industry, and safety concerns restrict
the range of the possible Pickering stabilizers to edible
materials only [43e45]. In addition, food production is
always carried out on a large scale, imposing the
requirement for the use of inexpensive stabilizers only.

Several food-grade particles of natural origin have been
successfully explored for forming Pickering emulsions.
Tan et al. [46] successfully fabricated a high internal
phase emulsion (HIPE) (dispersed phase volume frac-
tion exceeds 0.74) that was stabilized by gelatin parti-
cles, and subsequently, numerous edible particle
stabilized HIPEs were reported. In Table 1, for refer-
ence, we summarized the studies of edible particles

used for the stabilization of Pickering HIPEs reported in
the literature in the last two years.

Despite the intense research effort devoted to the
preparation and stabilization of Pickering HIPEs with
food-grade particles, all of the HIPEs obtained to date
have been of the o/w type, and commercial applications
and products that are suitable for mass manufacturing
have been rarely developed. Since Pickering emulsion is
a powerful tool, more attention should be devoted to
food-relevant applications in future research.

Featured emulsions stabilized by particles
for functional materials
Colloidal particles are the essential components in the
formation of a Pickering emulsion, and generally, the
materials, texture, and the functionality of the particles
determine the specific applications of the prepared
emulsions. While the previous section discussed the
recent development of different types of particles and
the corresponding Pickering emulsions, in this section,
we will review several emulsions stabilized by functional
particles that have been applied in recent years in the
popular fields such as catalysis, biomedicine, and
advanced materials.

Pickering interfacial catalysis

Pickering emulsions are an ideal platform for biphasic
catalysis because of their enhanced stability, large
interfacial area, facile product separation, and easy
catalyst recycling. Consequently, the exploration of
Pickering emulsions for biphasic catalysis is a hot topic
in the study of applications of Pickering emulsions.
Different catalysts and even enzymes have been suc-
cessfully encapsulated in Pickering emulsions to in-
crease the catalytic reaction rate, and the results
demonstrated that the use of Pickering emulsions is
indeed an efficient approach for both preserving the
activity of biocatalysts and improving their catalytic
performance [63e65]. This field has seen ongoing ad-
vances, and in recent years, cascade catalysis and inter-
facial catalysis have attracted increasing attention in the
studies of Pickering emulsionebased catalysis.

Sun et al. [66] developed a Pickering emulsion stabilized
by a special colloidal stabilizer and demonstrated that the
interfacial cascade reactionwas catalyzedby the stabilizers
(Figure 3a). In other words, the colloidal stabilizers acted
as both the emulsifiers for the stabilization of the emulsion
and as the catalytic sites. In this work, an enzymee
polymer conjugate was innovatively synthesized by the
grafting of theenzymeonto thepolymer, and theenzymee
polymer conjugates were proven to stabilize the o/w
Pickering emulsions. The synthesis of this special kind of
particle requires certain skills in both polymer chemistry
and biochemistry because the enzyme protein must be
linked to the polymer while maintaining its activity, and
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Table 1

High internal phase emulsions stabilized by edible colloidal particles.

Particle material Form of stabilizer Oil phase Emulsion type Highlights Reference

Starch Starch nanocrystals (SNCs) Soy oil o/w Sole effective stabilizer, stable and gel-like

HIPEs were formed

[47]

Mixture of chitosan/octenyl

succinic anhydride (OSA) starch

Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) -rich algae oil o/w OSA starch–chitosan complex facilitated

the formation of stable HIPEs

[48]

OSA-modified starch Camellia oils o/w Encapsulation and improvement of b-
carotene stability and bioaccessibility

[49]

Chitin Chitin nanofibrils Sunflower oil, cyclohexane o/w Emulgel inks suitable for 3D printing [50]

Zein Zein–pectin hybrid particle Corn oil o/w Robust and ordered interfacial structure,

HIPEs with ideal oxidant stability

[51]

Zein– tannic acid complex particles Sunflower oil o/w Controllable rheological behavior of high

internal phase emulsion gels

[52]

Zein–propylene glycol alginate–

rhamnolipid complex particles

Medium-chain triglyceride (MCT) oil o/w Relatively small oil droplets (<20 mm), the

HIPEs had good stability in

a range of environmental conditions

[53]

Gliadin Gliadin particles Algal oil o/w Antioxidation, in vitro digestion showed

retarded lipid oxidation

[54]

Gliadin–chitosan complex particles Hexane o/w Water-insoluble protein porous materials

for oil absorption

[55]

Gliadin nanoparticles/gum Arabic Corn oil o/w Improved stability of b-carotene
encapsulated in the oil droplets

[56]

Whey Whey protein microgels Corn oil o/w Higher stability than surfactant-stabilized

HIPEs

[57]

Whey protein isolate microgels Grape seed oil o/w Encapsulation of L. plantarum within

HIPEs successfully increased the cell

viability after pasteurization processing

[58]

Peanut Natural peanut-protein-isolate

(PPI) microgel

Peanut oil, hexane o/w A substitute for partially hydrogenated

vegetable oils, protein-based foam

scaffolds

[59]

Gelatin Gelatin nanoparticles Hexane o/w Hierarchical porous protein scaffold,

enhanced cell adhesion

[60]

Casein Casein nanogels Olive oil o/w Potential application in drug delivery [61]

Chitosan-caseinophosphopeptides

nanocomplexes

Corn oil, linseed oil o/w Enhanced lipid oxidative stability and

curcumin bioaccessibility

[62]

HIPEs, high internal phase emulsions.
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Figure 3

Examples of Pickering emulsions for interfacial catalysis. (a) Left: scheme of preparation of active enzyme–PNIPAAm conjugates to stabilize Pickering

emulsions and interfacial biocatalysis, right: (a) Photograph of the emulsion. (b & c) Optical microscopy image and confocal image of the emulsion. (d)

Cryo-SEM image of emulsion droplets after UV cross-linking. (e) TEM picture of emulsion droplets after solvent evaporation. (Reproduced from the study

by Sun et al [66] with permission from Wiley) (b) TEM micrograph of particles mixture after dispersion in water (left) and Cryo-scanning electron mi-

croscopy (cryo-SEM) image of water-in-toluene emulsions stabilized with particles mixture (right), the inset shows a representation of the particles in

water and at the surface droplets. (Reproduced from the study by Yang et al [69] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry) (c) Optical

microscopy images of w/o emulsions stabilized with microgels and various amounts of silica nanoparticles. (Reproduced from the study by Jiang et al [68]

with permission from American Chemical Society) (d) Left to right, scheme of wettability adjustment of E@Alg@s-TiO2 microparticles at the

water–hexane interface by the chain length of grafted silane, optical microscopy image of interfacial catalysis system of the water-in-hexane Pickering

emulsion stabilized by the microparticles, conversion comparison of the interfacial catalysis, respectively. (Reproduced from the study by Yang et al [67]

with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry) (e) Left to right, illustration of the concept of a liquid−solid hybrid catalyst and its utilization in

continuous flow reactions, comparison of specific activity of the kinetic resolution of the alcohols over the liquid–solid hybrid catalysts with different

enzyme loadings, respectively. (Reproduced from the study by Zhang et al [72] with permission from American Chemical Society).
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atom transfer radical polymerization was used in the syn-
thesis. Nevertheless, this novel particulate stabilizer
paved the way for the use of the protein-stabilized Pick-
ering emulsions for interfacial biphasic biocatalysis, and it
was shown that two different enzymes, namely benzal-
dehyde lyase and glucose oxidase, can be effectively con-
jugated with the polymer and retain their activity at the
liquideliquid interface. By cooperating with additional
enzymes, a Pickering emulsion system for interfacial
cascade biocatalysis was built up, significantly broadening
the range of application of Pickering emulsion catalysis.

Yang et al. [67] immobilized the lipase enzyme in the
alginate gel microparticles and then used the micropar-
ticles as the stabilizers for a w/o Pickering emulsion, also
achieving the goal of interfacial biocatalysis (Figure 3d).
Unlike in the work of Ref. [66], an inverse w/o Pickering
emulsion was prepared, and a very different method was
used for enzyme immobilization. To fix the enzyme in the
alginate particle, the lipase was first trapped in the gel
network of the alginate, and then the alginate gel was
emulsified by silane-grafted titania nanoparticles and
surfactant Span 80 to obtain a w/o emulsion with the
paraffin oil as the oil phase. After gelation by calcium
chloride, a TiO2-coated alginatemicroparticle was formed
with the lipase confined inside the microparticle. Then,
the wettability of microparticles was changed to stabilize
the w/o Pickering emulsion, enabling the catalysis of an
esterification reaction at the interface. More recently, the
strategy of the use of binary particles for the stabilization
of w/o Pickering emulsions for interfacial biocatalysis was
developed in our group [68]. In the binary particles, the
first component was a pH-responsive microgel that
simultaneously encapsulated the enzymes and served as a
catalyst carrier, while hydrophobic silica nanoparticles
served as the second component that improved the sta-
bility of the resultant w/o emulsion, and the optical mi-
croscopy images of prepared w/o emulsions are illustrated
in Figure 3c. It was found that the obtained inverse
Pickering emulsion showed ideal catalytic behavior for the
reactions at the watereoil interface. The enzyme immo-
bilization method was facile and did not involve chemical
bonding, and the Pickering emulsion was also prepared in
the normal manner by homogenization. This approach
may inspire new insights and methods for the fabrication
and applications of Pickering stabilized systems.

In another approach, Yang et al [69] fabricated Pickering
emulsions for interfacial catalysis using two kinds of
nanoparticles while controlling the self-assembled
behavior of the two colloidal particles, and the tandem
reaction was catalyzed continuously
(Figure 3b). Researchers [70e73] filled the catalyst-
containing Pickering emulsions stabilized with a vari-
ety of particles in continuous flow column reactors and
designed a series of macroscale flow reaction systems for

improving the catalytic and recycling efficiencies
(Figure 3e). This work provides an approach for ampli-
fying the interfacial catalysis by Pickering emulsions
that has great potential for industrial use.

Biomedical applications

A number of biomedical applications related to Picker-
ing emulsions have been reported based on the good
stability, high payload capacity, and most importantly
the biocompatibility of the particle stabilizers. There-
fore, many naturally derived particles and biodegradable
particles, including chitosan, poly(lactic-co-glycolic
acid) (PLGA), gelatin, and protein-based particles,
have been applied for emulsion stabilization [74].

While surfactant-stabilized emulsions have been
explored as adjuvants for vaccine formulations [75], the
application of Pickering emulsions in immunologic
agents is still challenging. With the progress of modern
medicine, enhanced vaccination has become extremely
important, and Pickering emulsions are likely to be used
in this field in the future. As an initial demonstration,
Xia et al. [76] developed a PLGA nanoparticle stabilized
squalene-in-water Pickering emulsion adjuvant system
for exploiting the force-dependent deformability and
lateral mobility. Compared with the conventional
emulsions stabilized by surfactants and solid particles,
Pickering emulsions displayed an enhanced antigen
uptake and promoted humoral and cellular immune re-
sponses. More practically, the PLGA nanoparticle-
stabilized Pickering emulsion adjuvant system (PPAS)
was further used in clinical-relevant vaccinations, and
immune protection by H1N1 vaccine with PPAS as the
adjuvant was investigated experimentally, with the re-
sults obtained on mice indicating that PPAS may be a
good candidate adjuvant. Unfortunately, the appearance
of a number of epidemic diseases and novel viruses such
as the influenza, severe acute respiratory syndrome,
Middle East respiratory syndrome, and the novel Coro-
navirus Disease (COVID-19) that appeared in 2019 has
made development of vaccines increasingly urgent.
Although the vaccine itself is the most direct and
powerful tool for preventing the virus-borne epidemics,
the adjuvant plays an important role in the vaccine for-
mulations. It is clear that good adjuvants can promote
the efficiency of the vaccine, and Pickering emulsions
should be investigated as adjuvants.

Pioneering works on the use of Pickering emulsions in
biomedical applications have also extensively focused on
drug encapsulation and delivery (such as topical drug
delivery and oral drug delivery) [77,78], bioimaging
[79], and stimuli-responsive materials [80]. For further
information regarding biomedical-relevant applications,
the readers are referred to the latest review on the
biomedical applications of Pickering emulsions [74].
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Functional materials

The 21st century is the century of materials, and
research on advanced materials including nanomaterials,
biomedical materials, and energy materials has been
extremely popular in recent years. In particular, porous
foam materials have been shown to be promising ma-
terials for use in a variety of fields. As a pristine three-
dimensional structure, Pickering emulsion is a natural
template for the fabrication of hierarchically structured
foam materials. Although many methods can be used for
producing porous foams, such as freezing drying,
bubbling, and particle templating [81], the Pickering
emulsion templating technique has several unique ad-
vantages: (1) the polydispersity and size of the emulsion
droplets can be facilely controlled by the emulsification
parameters, enabling the controlled adjustment of the
porosity of the templated foam; (2) owing to the high
stability of Pickering emulsions at high temperatures or
in other harsh conditions, polymerization reactions can
be easily introduced to polymerize the continuous
phase, and a number of monomers and multiple reaction
routes can be chosen; and (3) the removal of interior
liquid is feasible and can be carried out merely by freeze
drying or heat-induced evaporation.

Among the Pickering emulsion templated foams, the
HIPE templating has been the most extensively studied
because this unique Pickering emulsion endows the
obtained scaffold materials with low density and high
porosity and void volume. Macroporous foams produced
from Pickering emulsions have attracted the interest of
many researchers in the fields of biochemistry, interfa-
cial science, engineering, environmental science, and
energy materials.

Studies of foams derived from Pickering emulsion have
been popular in the field of cell culture and tissue en-
gineering. Similar to the biomedical applications of
Pickering emulsions, the use of Pickering emulsions in
cell culture and tissue engineering imposes the
requirement for the biocompatibility of the particle
stabilizers. Many polymer-based particles have been
used for the stabilization of emulsions and have
demonstrated good biocompatibility with normal growth
of the cells in the templated scaffolds [82,83]. In recent
years, the applications of Pickering stabilized foams for
cell culture have been more focused on the concept of
green chemistry because many protein-based colloidal
particles are suitable for the preparation of Pickering
HIPEs, and the polymerization or cross-linking can be
achieved in a milder manner [84].

In more practical and engineering applications, HIPE
templated foams have been widely used for oilewater
separation, oil capture, and water treatment. Because
the internal volume fraction of the HIPE is very high,
the templated foam material displays a low density after
liquid removal. When the primary emulsion is of the w/o

type, polymerization of the oil liquid can always obtain a
hydrophobic scaffold foam. One of the advantages of
such foam is that it can freely float on water, and the
large voids inside the foam can absorb a large amount of
oil, endowing these foams with great potential for the
treatment of marine oil spills. In recent years, many
works have reported on the innovative use of HIPE-
templated foams in water treatment [85], oil capture
[86,87], oilewater separation [88], and CO2 or pH-
switchable oil/water absorption [88,89]. However, the
majority of the aforementioned emulsion-templated
foams are derived from surfactant-stabilized emul-
sions. While Pickering-type polyHIPEs have been re-
ported for more than a decade [90,91], the use of
Pickering HIPE-templated foams for applications rele-
vant to oilewater separation has been rare. The
bridging of the gaps between the properties of the
current state-of-the-art Pickering-type polyHIPEs and
the properties required for the use of these polyHIPEs
for practical oilewater separation may be due to the
closed cell structure of the Pickering templated foams,
and the simultaneous incorporation of surfactants into
Pickering polyHIPEs is a possible direction for future
research in this field.

Currently, the study of the preparation and applications
of 2D materials is one of the hottest areas in science and
technology research. Owing to their outstanding con-
ductivity, unique electronic structure, and large surface
area, 2D materials are considered to have a very high
potential for applications in the electrochemistry and
energy fields [92]. However, the performance of 2D
materials is severely hindered by their tendency to
aggregate or stack, with the solutions of this issue
including the generation of interlayer space, creation of
hierarchical structures, and assembly of the 2D material
flakes into a 3D macroscopic structure [93]. Thus, the
use of Pickering emulsions is an approach for the
interfacial assembly of 2D materials.

As the oldest and most intensely investigated 2D mate-
rial, GO has attracted considerable attention since the
first discovery of graphene in 2004 [94]. Owing to its
amphiphilic nature and extraordinary interface chemistry
properties, GO acts as a sheet structure colloidal particle
for the fabrication of Pickering emulsions, while the GO
sheets can assemble in a 3D structure at the liquideliquid
interface [95]. Kim et al. [96] have studied the stabili-
zation of Pickering emulsions by GO sheets since 2010,
and many researchers have found that the GO particles
can act as the surfactants for stabilizing the interface [97],
and GO-stabilized capsules [98], HIPEs [99,100], and
foams [101e105] have been continuously reported in the
literature, and some of examples are illustrated in
Figure 4a and b. For further information regarding the
current understanding of the interfacial behavior of GO at
the liquideliquid or aireliquid interfaces, the readers can
refer to a recent review [95]. Beyond graphene and GO,
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boron nitride, transition-metal dichalcogenides (MoS2,
WS2, and so on), phosphorene, and 2D transition metal
carbides or nitrides (MXenes) have also been added to the
family of 2D materials in recent years. Recently, an o/w
PickeringHIPEwas successfully prepared usingmodified
Ti3C2Tx-MXene flakes, and a templated macroporous
foam material was fabricated [106]. (Figure 4c) Similarly,
Shi et al. [107] demonstrated that cooperative assembly
of amine-functionalized polyhedral oligomeric silses-
quioxane (POSSeNH2) and Ti3C2Tx-Mxene sheets
improved the interfacial activity at the watereoil

interface. The obtained w/o emulsion was concentrated
by centrifugation to fabricate the MXene aerogel, and it
was shown that the aerogel has a macroporous structure
and low density and can be potentially used for oil ab-
sorption and electromagnetic interference shielding
(Figure 4d). In addition, the interfacial behavior and
jamming of the Ti3C2Tx nanosheets at the oilewater
interface was examined and described. [108] It is
believed that the development of 2D-materialestabilized
Pickering emulsions and derived functional materials will
be a new trend in colloidal and material science.

Figure 4

Example of Pickering emulsions stabilized by 2D materials and derived foams. (a) Cross-section SEM images of freeze-dried Pickering emulsions stabilized

with GO platelets. (Reproduced from the study by yang et al [104] with permission from Elsevier) (b) Photograph of interconnected poly(DVB)HIPEs (left)

and the carbonized foam (right) and the corresponding SEM images. (Reproduced from the study by Woodword et al [103] with permission from The Royal

Society of Chemistry) (c) (a-c) Photographs of porous material derived from Ti3C2Tx stabilized Pickering emulsion and the robustness of the porous material

under a weight of 50 g, (d-e) SEM images of the Ti3C2Tx stabilized HIPE templated porous material, (f) SEM image of the wall of the porous material

embedded with Ti3C2Tx particles. (Reproduced from the study by Bian et al [106] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry) (d) SEM image of

close-up view of MXene aerogels prepared from emulsion templates, illustration of the low density of the obtained aerogel, and application in oil absorption

of the aerogel, respectively. (Reproduced from the study by Shi et al [107] with permission from Wiley). HIPE, high internal phase emulsion.
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Conclusions and future directions
Pickering emulsions have received considerable atten-
tion in recent years, and the applications of Pickering
emulsions have been extended to a variety of fields,
including material science, engineering, biochemistry,
food, and cosmetics. This review briefly describes the
various applications derived from Pickering emulsions
focusing on several different categories based on the
particle stabilizers comprised by inorganic particles,
polymer particles, food-grade particles, and several
composite particles and newly discovered 2D material
particles. Owing to the recent breakthroughs in particle
synthesis, the functionalities of the particle stabilizers
endow the as-prepared Pickering emulsions with unique
features that are unavailable in conventional surfactant-
stabilized emulsions, and many studies have demon-
strated the importance of these Pickering emulsions in
interfacial catalysis, biomedicine, drug delivery, func-
tional materials, and other fields. We believe that the
design of engineered colloidal particles will be a popular
topic of future research.

While to date, most Pickering emulsions have been
stabilized by particles of a single type, there have been
some reports in the literature on the emulsions stabi-
lized with mixed rigid particles, and in several rare cases,
binary particles with contrasting features (e.g. softness,
hydrophobicity, surface charge) have been used for the
costabilization of Pickering emulsions. The different
emulsifiers can endow the as-prepared Pickering emul-
sions with multiple functionalities and responses, and
the fundamental study of multiparticle behavior at the
emulsion interface and its specific applications should
also be considered a promising direction for future
research. In addition, while to date, the vast majority of
the reported Pickering emulsions have been the single
oil-in-water (o/w) or water-in-oil (w/o) emulsions, and
future work may concentrate on the design of particles
with suitable amphiphilicity for stabilizing emulsions
with multiple compartments, such as water-in-oil-in-
water (w/o/w) or oil-in-water-in-oil (o/w/o) double
emulsions. In one example of such work, Lei et al. [109]
synthesized poly(2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate)
microgel particles for fabricating an HIPE with the
double emulsion morphology via a simple one-step
emulsification method.

A survey of the literature shows that food-grade or
naturally derived colloidal particles such as cellulose,
gelatin, and proteins have been widely extracted or
modified for the preparation of Pickering emulsions,
particularly for HIPEs. By contrast, investigations of the
use of formulations based on Pickering emulsion in
cosmetics have been rarely reported. Although emulsi-
fication technology is widely used in cream, lotion,
foundation, and other cosmetic dispersions, the majority
of the emulsion-based products are stabilized by

surfactants. The use of Pickering emulsion formulations
for cosmetic applications to avoid the skin irritation and
sensitization issues caused by surfactants should be a
promising concept for future research, particularly due
to the large size of the cosmetics market. For these
studies, it may be useful to draw on the experience of
the studies of the Pickering emulsions stabilized by
food-grade particles to address the safety and biocom-
patibility issues. Finally, we believe that Pickering
emulsification is an efficient approach for the assembly
of 2D materials at the interface for the construction of
3D functional foams that is envisioned for enabling the
applications of the Pickering emulsionederived mate-
rials in the fields of electronics, energy, and even wear-
able devices.
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